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ABSTRACT 

To mechanistically study the mechanotransductive process by which cells transduce external physical signals into 
intracellular biochemical signals, a cell stretching device was designed to allow for quantitative control and real-time 
measurement of mechanical stimuli and cellular biomechanical responses.  Our observations showed that the immediate 
response in vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) was acute contraction to resist cell deformation, followed by an adaptive 
inelastic cytoskeletal reorganization in response to sustained cell stretch.  Our investigation will help reduce the knowledge 
gap surrounding the mechanotransductive process in VSMCs and thus contribute to our understanding of stress-related 
vascular disease processes.   
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INTRODUCTION  

Mechanotransduction is an essential physiological 
process through which cells convert mechanical and 
chemical signals from the surrounding cell 
microenvironment into internal molecular signals[1].  
These subsequently regulate essential cell functions 
including morphology, proliferation, migration, and 
stem cell differentiation.  Focal adhesions (FAs) and 
the cytoskeleton (CSK) are known to be the principal 
mechanosensors, detecting subtle perturbations in 
stiffness of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and in 
external forces [2].  The role of mechanotransduction 
is critical to information transfer in many human cell 
types.  In particular, VSMCs, which comprise the 
medial layer of veins and arteries, experience chronic 
stretch (by either blood pressure or skeletal movement) and react to the stimuli by regulating their contractility.  VSMCs vary 
their cytoskeletal tension to either increase or decrease blood vessel diameter in response to changes in lumen volume and 
local blood pressure.  Excessive VSMC contractility, such as that induced by hypertension, can subsequently lead to fatal 

human health problems such as stroke and other 
cardiovascular diseases [3].  Therefore, a quantitative 
understanding of the mechanical forces that regulate these 
physiological and pathological contractile processes is 
critical to effectively treating hypertension-induced and 
stress-related diseases. 

 
EXPERIMENTAL 

There is limited understanding of VSMC interpretation of forces and the subsequent integrated biomechanical effects 
such as contraction.  To address this knowledge gap, here we developed a unique microengineered stretchable micropost 
array membrane (mPAM) system, with the elastomeric poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microposts integrated onto a 
stretchable PDMS membrane (Fig. 1).  Using vacuum, the elastic PDMS membrane could be equibiaxially stretched to apply 

Figure 1: Custom-designed cell stretching device (CSD) with 
elastomeric micropost array membrane (mPAM) for equibiaxially 
stretching cells and recording real-time traction force responses.  
(a) Schematic view. (b) Three-dimensional view of CSD.  (c) Phase 
images of 0% and 40% stretched micropost arrays.   

Figure 2: Confirmation that the base membrane mechanics 
under stretch exert an equibiaxial stretching force on 
attached cells, and, furthermore, that cells do not experience 
stretch from forces other than the even increase of micropost 
spacing.  (a) Images of BSA-labeled posts taken at 5 
locations. (b) Center-to-center micropost spacing at 0% 
(squares), 5% (circles), 10% (triangles), and 20% (inverted 
triangles) are shown. (c) Post-tip diameter measured at 5 
locations. (d) Consistency of stretch over course of 
experiment. 
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homogenous stretching forces to cells plated on mPAM.  Compared with 
conventional cell stretching methods using continuous deformable 
membranes, the mPAM offered the unique advantage of a precise and 
independent control of both substrate rigidity (by modulating micropost 
geometry [4]) and mechanical stretch, while simultaneously measuring 
live-cell responses of cytoskeletal contractility and FA remodeling. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The PDMS microposts served simultaneously as independent traction 
force sensors by mapping their bending displacements under cellular 
contraction forces.  These regularly arranged PDMS posts could also be used automatically as high-precision fiducial 
markers to gauge mPAM stretch magnitude (Fig. 2).  Stretch induced strain in mPAM was largely constrained within the 
PDMS membrane and did not propagate up the PDMS post (Fig. 3a).  Thus, stretch of the mPAM would not affect micropost 
geometry and thus rigidity (Fig. 3b).  

 

 
Using the mPAM, we showed that cell stretch could elicit both acute strengthening and slow adaptive behaviors in VSMC 

contractility.  Following a step increase of static stretch, VSMCs first increased contraction (“stiffening”) before it gradually 
released its contractility (“softening”) (Fig. 4).  This biphasic response of VSMC contractility suggested that VSMCs could 
acutely contract to resist rapid cell deformation, but they could also allow slow adaptive inelastic cytoskeletal reorganization 
in response to sustained cell stretch.  Interestingly, we also observed that the magnitude of mPAM stretch could have a 
drastic effect on the dynamic biphasic response of VSMC contractility: compared to the 6% static stretch, the 15% one 
resulted in a shortened stiffening phase with a limited enhancement in contractility as well as an exacerbated softening phase 
with much decreased contractility.  A detailed subcellular analysis further revealed that the reactive VSMC contractility in 
both the stiffening and softening phases was mainly contributed from FAs on the cell periphery initially bearing great 
contractile stresses (Fig. 5c-j & 6c-j), and there was a strong correlation between maximum traction forces at individual FAs 
and their subsequent softening phase rates of change (Fig. 5h & 6h).  These observations raised the interesting possibility 
that a minimum level of FA stress might be required to sensitize mechanosensation by FAs, and the external and reactive 
contractile forces might be cooperatively involved in regulating FA signaling and downstream biomechanical responses of 
VSMCs.  

Figure 3: FEM analysis of micropost mechanics on an unstretched and 
stretched base membrane.  (a) Four representative micropost geometries 
were bent under a distributed force of 20nN on the top of the post.  Top 
row: unstretched base membrane.  Bottom row: Base membrane stretched 
25%.  (b) Force-deflection curves for the same four representative post 
heights used in (a), from FEM simulations.  (c) Spring constant (K) was 
affected <2% by stretching of the base membrane.    

Figure 4: VSMC whole-cell response to 6% and 15% 
stretch.  (a) Cells are observed for 5 minutes at 0% stretch 
to obtain baseline force, then stretched to 6% or 15% for 60 
minutes. (b) Representative fix-stained cell in unstretched 
and 10% stretch states. (c) Whole-cell spatial force 
distribution at T0, T1, and T2 during 6% (top row) and 15% 
(bottom row) stretch.  (d-e) To characterize the general 
effect of stretch amplitude, multiple cells were pooled and 
the average was calculated.  A significant increase was 
observed from baseline to maximum force value (*P<0.05) 
as well as a very significant decrease from maximum to 
final force value (**P<0.005).  (f) Maximum force value 
reached at T1 differed significantly depending on stretch 
amplitude. (g) The time needed to generate maximum 
whole-cell force (T0 to T1) did not differ significantly.  (h) 
Both stretch amplitudes induced a similar decrease below 
maximum whole-cell force from T1 to T2. 
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CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, we developed a novel cell stretching system and observed for the first time a biphasic response of VSMC 
contractility to external forces.  Our subcellular analysis further indicated an important role of the initial contractile stress at 
individual FAs for their mechanosensation process.  Our study here will advance the understanding of mechanotransduction 
of VSMCs and thus contribute to developing molecular therapeutics for vascular pathologies. 
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Figure 5: Subcellular analysis of biphasic VSMC 
contractile response in one cell to a 6% stretch 
perturbation. (a) Normalized whole-cell force response 
(black line) subdivided into three regions: pre-stretch 
(yellow, t=0 to T0), stiffening phase (pink, T0+1 to T1), 
and softening phase (blue, T1 to T2).  (b) Contractile 
force-time curves for individual posts (Fi, red and blue 
lines) tracked throughout the experiment.  Red lines 
correspond to posts in the outer region of the cell, and 
blue lines correspond to the inner region. Thick red line 
indicates average force. (c) Spatial distribution and value 
of maximum forces (Fi,max) on individual posts. (d) Ti,max, 
the time required to generate Fi,max on each post.  (e) 
Spatial distribution of rate of force increase during 
stiffening phase.  (f) Spatial distribution of rate of force 
decrease during softening phase. (g-j) Correlation 
between stiffening rate and Fi,init, softening rate and 
Fi,max, Fi,max and Fi,init, and Fi,final and Fi,max. 

 

Figure 6: Subcellular analysis of VSMC stretched to 15%, showing similar results to a 6% stretch.  (a) Inner and outer cell 
regions. (b) Forces on individual posts, Fi.  Red line is average.  (c) Maximum forces on individual posts Fi,max. (d) Spatial 
distribution of Ti,max, time necessary to reach Fi,max on individual posts.  (e) Rate of force change on each post in the 
stiffening phase. (f) Rate of force change on each post in the softening phase.  (g-j) Correlation between stiffening rate and 
Fi,init, softening rate and Fi,max, Fi,max and Fi,init, and Fi,final and Fi,max. 
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